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REMARKS ON THE CONVERGENCE OF NEWTON'S METHOD

UNDER HOLDER CONTINUITY CONDITIONS

IOANNIS K. ARGYROS

Abstract. We use a Newton-like iteration to solve the nonlinear op
erator equation in a Banach space. The basic assumption is that the
Frechet-derivative of the nonlinear operator is Holder continuous on some
open ball centered at the initial guess. Under natural assumptions, we
prove linear convergence of the iteration to a locally unique solution of
the nonlinear equation.

Introduction. We introduce the Newton-like iteration

x社1 = Xn - F'(Yn尸F(xn), n = 0, 1, 2, ... (1)

to solve the equation

F(x) = 0, (2)

where F is a nonlinear operator on a Banach space X. Here we assume that the
Frechet derivative F'(x) of Fis Holder continuous on_ some ball

U(xo,ro) = {x EX I Jlx 一 xoll < ro}, ro > 0.

The point xo E x and the arbitrary points Yn, n = 0, 1, 2, ... are chosen
sufficiently close to the desired solution. ·Then under natural assumptions we~
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show that (1) converges linearly to a unique solution x* of (2) in U(x0, r) for
some r > 0.

Note that for Yn = Xn we obtain Newton's iteration, whereas for Yn = x0 we
obtain the modified one. The computer will determine the Yn's as to minimize
the effort each time.

Here is an incomplete list of the usual assumptions for the convergence of

(1) to a solu~ion of (2):
(a) the existence and boundedness of the, second Frechet derivative of F

(see, ex. [2), (3) and [4]).

(b) The assumption of analyticity which elim匾tes explicit mention of the
second derivative [7).

(c) The case when the first Frechet derivative of F satisfies a Lipschitz
condition. (See, ex. (5), (6) and the references there.)

Finally,

(d) various other assumptions mainly based on the possibility of replacing

F'(xn尸 with a sequence of linear operators which are "close" in some sense to
F'(xn)-1, n = 0,1,2, .... (See, ex. [5), (6) and the references there.)

We will need the following definition.

Definition .. We assume that Fis once Frechet-differentiable [2) and F'(x) is
the first Frechet-d:rivative at a point x EX. It is well known that F'(x) E L(x),
the space of bounded linear operators from X to X. We say that the Frechet
derivative F'(x) is Holder continuous over a domain D c X if for some c > O,
p E [0, 1], and all x, y E D,

IIF'(x) - F'(y)II:::; c!lx - vllP, (3)

From now on we will find·t1 more convement to assume that D = U(xo,ro)
for some fixed xo E x and ro > 0.

Lemma. Let F'(x) be Holder continuous on U(x0,r0) for some x0, r0, p

such that xo E x, ro > 0 and p E [O, 1). Suppose that F'(xo) has a bounded
inverse. For any bo > IIF'(xo)-111, there is a number r3~min{l, r0} such that:
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(a) If x E U(Xo, r3), then the linear operotor F'(x) has bounded inverse and

IIF'(x) 一 111 < bo; (4)

(b) if Xi E U(xo, 乃 ），i = 1, 2, 3 then

IIF(x1) - F(x2) - F'(x3)(x1 一 x2)II~ 土屿－繡. (5)

Proof. (a) If x E U(xo, ro), then

IIF'(x) - F'(xo)II~cllx 一 xollP,

Choose r1 > 0 such that

0 < r1 :S 血n(ro,(1 l/p
4boc ) ），

then if x E U(xo, r1)

IIF'(x) - F'(xo)II~cllx 一 xollP~cr1P~
1
．

4b。
Since,

1
IIF'(xo)-111·IIF'(x) - F'(xo)~I < bo·— <1,

4b。
by the Banach lemma F'(x) has a bounded inverse for x E U(x0, r1). Therefore,
there exists an r2 > 0, with

0 < r2 ::; 行

such that if x E U(x0, 乃 ），then IIF'(x)-111 < bo.

That proves (4).

(b) If 乃 = min{l,r2} and 叭 E U(xo, r3), i = 1, 2, 3, we first have
F(xi) - F(a司- F'(x3)(x1 - a司

= (F(xi) - F(x2) - F'(xo)(x1 - x2)) + (F'乜o) - F'(X3))(a汀 一 X2)

= j'rF'[tx1 + (I - t)祠 -F'位 o))(x, - x,)dt + (F'(xo) - F'(x3))(x1 - x吐
。
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But,

and

II「(F'[tx1 + (1 - t)司- F'(xo))(x, - x2)dt11 :', c尼 IJx, 一 x, IJ
。

三盅屿 －這 (6)

ll(F'(xo) - F'(x3))(x1 - x2)II :s; cr3Pllx1 一 x2 l1
1

5 霄囯－繡
Therefore,

IIF(x1) - F(x2) - F'(x3)(x1 一 x2)ll~ 土 llx1 - x2II·

That proves (5) and completes the proof of the lemma.

We now state and prove the main result.

Theorem. Let F'位）be Holder continuous on U(x0,可 ，where r3 is defined
in the lemma. Suppose that xo E X is such that F'() hxo as an inverse satisfying
IIF'(xo) 一 111 < bo < oo and

IIF乜o)II < 旦2b。.
Let Yn b b·ear ztrary points such that Yn E U(x0, r3), n = 0, l, 2, ....

Then the iteration [xn], given by

x社1 = Xn - (F'囯 ）尸 F(xn), n = 0, 1, 2, ...

converges to a unique solution x* of (2) in U(x0,這
Moreover, the following estimate holds

llxn - x、*II < 2-n乃 ， n=0,1,2, .... (7)

Proof. Using (1) for Yo= x0 we obtain

屿 －繡 = IIF'(xo)-1 F(xo)II~ 阡'(xo)-111·IIF(xo)II~bollF(xo)II <茅
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By (5) and the identity

F(x1) - F(x1) - F(xo) - F'(Yo)(x1 一 xo)

we get

IIF(這 5 声 llx1 - xoll·

Claim. Suppose that Xi, i = 1, 2, ... , n have been chosen such that

llxi 一 xol丨< T'3,

llxi - X-i 一 111 -~bollF(xi-dll,

and

IIF(xi)II :S 土 II叭 一 Xi一 1 II•

Then, (8), (9) and (10) hold for i = 1, 2, 3, ... , n, ....
By (4), we have

1
llxn+l - Xnll :S bollF(xn)II < 211xn 一 Xn-111

that proves (9). Also, by (11)

n

llxn+l 一 xoll~{芝尸｝戶 - xoll
i=O

< {1 - 2 一 (n+l)户 ＜乃

which proves (8).

Moreover, using (5) and

F(xn+1) = F(Xn+i) - F(xn) - F'(Yn)(Xn+l - Xn),

we obtain
1

IIF(Xn+l)I丨< — llxn+l 一 Xnll,- 2b。
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which proves (10). The clajm is now proved.
Let n, q be two integers, then

q

llxn+p 一 Xnll ::; 芷 llxn+j - Xn+j-1 II
j=I

q一 1

::; bollF(xo)II·2-n{L尸}< 2-nT3.
j=O

Therefore, {xn}, n = 0, 1, 2, ... constitutes a Cauchy sequence in a Banach space
and as such it converges to some x* E X. By (8) and (10) respectively, we get

llx* - xo II :S: 乃

and

F(:百 = o.
Finally, to show that x* is the unique solution of (2) in U(x0, r3) let us

assume that x; is another solution of (2) in U(x0, 乃 ），with x* f= x;. Then

llx* - xiii = IIF'(xo)-1 F'(xo)(x* - 吋)II~bollF'(xo)(x* - xi)II
1
~2llx* - 瑁，

which contradicts the assumption x* f= 可
Therefore, x* = xi. Letting q --. oo in (12), we obtain (7) and that com

pletes the proof of the theorem.

If Yn = xo, n = 0, 1, 2, ... , (1) reduces to the modified Newton's iteration
which requires the evaluation of tl1e same mverse F'(x0) 一 1 at each step of the
iteration.

However, if Yn f= (1)Xo, requires the evaluation of the mverse operators
F'(Yn)-1, n = 0, l, 2, ... at each step, which constitutes a difficult task in general.

A usual alternative is then to find a sequence of bounded linear operators
Ln, n = 0, 1,2, ... , such that

IILn - F'(xo)/丨
1

< 4b。
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and

IIL計 l丨< bo.

Following the proof of the above theorem, we can then easily show that the

iteration

x社1 = Xn - L~一 1F(xn), n = 0,1,2, ... (13)

converges to a solution x* of (2).

One can refer to [5], [6] and the references there for an extensive analysis of
iterations like (13).

Some of the results in [1] (especially Theorems 1 and 2) are similar to ours
for p = I only. However, the results there cannot be applied here for p 钅1.

The motivation for the introduction of an interation like (1) when F'(x) is
Holder continuous on some open ball is due to the existence of problems like the

one illustrated in the example.

Example. Consider the differential equation

x" + x1+P = 0, p E [O, 1] (14)

x(O) = x(l) = 0.

We divide the interval [0,1] into n subintervals and we set h =~. Let 伍｝
be the points of subdivision with

0 = Vo < 叮 < , . . < Vn = I.

A standard approximation for the second derivative is given by

＂xi =
X仁 1 - 2xi 十 Xi+I

h2 , Xi = x(vi), i = 1, 2, ... , n - 1.

Take Xo = Xn = 0 and define the operator F : IR户 l 一 IRn-1 by

F位） = H(x)+h孕 (x) (15)
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。
Newton's method cannot be applied to the equation

X
p
n-1

F'(x) = 0 (16)

We may not be able to evaluate the second Frechet-derivative since it would
involve the evaluation of quantities of the form x严 and they may not exist.

Let x E叫士H E IRn-l X JRn-l and define the norms of x and JI by

llxll = max x·
1<j<n 一 1

I J丨
• •一

IIHII
n-1

~ax
1:5J:5n-1

I:1hjk1.
k=l
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For all x, z E lRn-l for which lxil > 0, 因> 0, i = 1,2, ... ,n-l we obtain,
for p = f say,

1
IIF'(x) - F'(z)II = lldiag{(l + -)h2(x~l2 1/2

2 , -zj)}II

3
－杞 max I 1/2 1/2 3

X· 一 z.
2 1$j~n一 1 J J

丨< -h2 [max Ixi - z·
一 2 J 1]1/2

抨 llx - z!ll/2.

Therefore, under the assumptions of the theorem, iteration (1) will converge
to the solution x* of (16).
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